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Retirement

Plan finances with family
By Catholic News Service
Discussing money with your
family is a sensitive, powerful, often tension-filled subject.
And while issues surrounding
retirement, long-term health
care and estate planning relate
directly to the relationships between parents and their adult
children, families often find it
difficult to talk openly about
money.
Such matters can raise past resentments, rivalries among siblings and unresolved relationship issues among family
members. According to a 1995
study by Prudential Securities,
89 percent of parents and adult
children said fhey ought to talk
about money, though 57 percent
say they find it uncomfortable to
"talk turkey" about it.
"Money represents feelings
and emotions, sensitive subjects
that many families put off discussing until there is an emergency, such as the need for longterm care or the death of a
parent," said Ronna Lichtenberg, senior vice president of
Prudential Securities. "Postponing family discussions about
money can be both troublesome
and very costly."
How can a family better deal
with financial-related matters as
well as face family members'
hopes and dreams?
The following tips, offered by
Prudential Securities, can help
adult children have more productive discussions with parents:
• Plan ahead. Don't wait until
an emergency, such as the need
for long-term health care, arises.
Talk when your parents are in
good health and good spirits.
• Clear your thoughts of any
resentments or expectations. Remember, you are raising such issues because you care' about
their welfare.
• Put yourself in your parents'
place. How would you like your
children to approach you? What
would be your fears? How would
you react?
• Think about what you want
to say. What's the most thought-
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ful way to say it?
• Find a reason to introduce
the topic. You might mention an
article you've recently read or a
talk you had with a friend. The
topic should be external to your
own financial situation, but relevant to theirs.
• Offer a rationale for the
conversation. You might explain
that in the day-to-day rush, we
don't always look ahead. Explain
how planning for the future
would benefit them and the entire family. ^
• Introduce possible scenarios. Present various situations,
beginning with the least threatening. Ask about savings and
pension plans and how these savings will provide for them for the
next 10, 20 or 30 years. Have
they thought about the best and
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worst financial scenarios for the
next few decades?
• Remain neutral if controversial issues surface. If the conversation becomes too emotional,
postpone it for a while, or consider including a family adviser.
Sometimes the presence of an
"outsider" can keep the discussion objective and less emotional.
• Make arrangements. Once
you have discussed your parents'
current financial situation, you
will need to address the tougher
issues you may face in the event
of ill health of one or both of the
parents.
• Accomplish four legal and financial tasks. Taking care of
durable power of attorney, a legal will, a health-care proxy statement, and a list and location of assets can help ease concerns and
fears.
There also are techniques that
parents can employ to enable
them to better voice their concerns about money and other financial matters with their adult
children, including:
• Be honest. Be clear about intentions about how the estate
should be divided and why. This
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